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Chapter 3 – Historic Districts & Architecture
Page 3.1 New map of all districts with Oaklawn Park from City
Page 3.8 Oaklawn Park Local Historic District Map

incorporated next to them. Wing walls may define the entire façade or just
the entry area and decorative metal supports may surround the entry as
well. Carports or side screened porches may be present and incorporated
within the overall roof structure of the dwelling.
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This mid-twentieth century neighborhood was developed by Charles
Ervin for the African American community from 1955 to 1961 in the latter
days of racial segregation. This prolific white Charlotte developer created
new subdivisions in various locations surrounding the existing city taking
advantage of the post-war housing boom and new financial mortgage tools
created by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and the Veterans
Administration (VA).
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This new financing allowed longer mortgage repayment terms (30 years)
and thus more families with a wider variety of income levels could become
homeowners for the first time. Warehousemen, train conductors, lawyers,
small business owners and school principals could all share the same
street in Oaklawn Park. Much of that diversity continues to hold true today
throughout the neighborhood.
The FHA preferred to qualify “operative developers” for their projects
since these firms would not only acquire the land, lay out the subdivision
and streets and sell lots; they would also build the houses. This process
under the control of one company could deliver new residential units
more efficiently to a rapidly growing population than just selling lots to
individuals who would then have to build their own dwelling.
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Oaklawn Park streets are laid out to follow the topography of the land as
recommended by the FHA instead of a strict grid. The entire neighborhood
is designed to limit connections (and thus traffic) from and to surrounding
roads and other areas. As a result the district is distinctive for its curvilinear
streets, deep setbacks, large lots, driveways, and sidewalks that connect
the driveway to the front door. Street sidewalks are not common in the
district.
Since Ervin’s company controlled all aspects of the building process, the
designs, size, forms, and siting of the resulting ranch houses are quite
similar. They are all one story, about 1500 sq. ft., with brick veneer walls,
often with flagstone segments, and most have driveways with the entrance
walk leading from it. Roofs vary but most have shallow pitches, either
gable or hipped type with overhangs. Asphalt shingles are the typical roof
material. Window types vary but most houses have a large picture window
on the façade. Front entries are not obscured and often have planters

Houses in Oaklawn Park are typically unpainted red brick with wood
gables, metal porch columns and details, and double hung aluminum
windows.
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Chapter 3 – Historic Districts & Architecture
Pages 3.9, 3.22 and new 3.23 & 3.24 American Small House & Split
Level renamed to Mid Century Modern
MID-CENTURY MODERN
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This broad term refers to a wide variety of domestic architectural forms
and styles from the post World War II era through the the early 1970s.
There are several types found in Charlotte’s historic districts and they
include the following:

This graphic shows the wide variety of Charlotte’s own version of the American Small
House style found in the Oaklawn Park Historic District.
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American Small House (1945-1965)
These modest dwellings became very popular in the decades around the
mid-twentieth century and they were a response to changing economic
and demographic conditions. The Great Depression and the end of World
War II created a tremendous demand for large numbers of inexpensive
single-family homes. The resulting house types became known as the
American Small House and it is more of a form and plan designation than
an architectural style.

Charlotte’s historic districts have some examples of this new type and they
are generally clad in brick and have gable roofs. Decoration is minimal
but some may have some elements of the Cape Cod or English Cottage
styles. Often these small dwellings are mistakenly called ranch houses. In
general, ranch houses are larger and are more horizontal in their form and
may also have large overhanging hip roofs.
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In the Oaklawn Park Historic District, there is a unique form of this
American Small House since the entire neighborhood was designed and
built by one developer in the 1950’s. The result is a series of variations
of one-story brick dwellings that have very similar forms, materials and
scale. Areas of buffed colored stone often highlight the entrance or parts
of the facade. Decorative cast aluminum columns support small front
porches or parts of the projecting roof. Brick wing walls project from the
entry area to break up the facade. Original windows often were aluminum
organized in stacks of horizontal panes, as were shutters and some door
examples. This uniformity creates a very cohesive physical and visual
character throughout the district and many examples retain a high degree
of integrity of their original design.

This typical example has an end
gable roof, part of which extends
over the entry and picture window.
All of these houses are clad in a
brick veneer and most also include
a section of buff colored cast stone.
Windows often have horizontally
divided panes.
This version has a partial cross
gable roof with projecting wing
walls that support the entry gable.
It contains the typical 3-part
picture window and entry stoop
with attached planter.

This version is defined by the large
front gable section of roof. Within
the gable is the recessed entry and
picture window as well as the
trademark planter. Again there is
the mix of brick and stone. Note the
large exterior side chimney.
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Ranch (1950-1970)

Split-Level (1950-1975)
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This example of mid-century modern architecture refers to the long, onestory home with interlocking hipped or shallow pitched gable roofs and
deep overhanging eaves. Materials may be wood, brick, stone, shingle
or a combination of any of those claddings. Large low chimneys, picture
windows and bands of windows often help define this domestic type.
Entrances typically are recessed from the varied plane of the facade.
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The split-level house became a very popular type in this era and its
two-level arrangement allowed a larger amount of square footage without
increasing its footprint. The main level of the house usually contained
the living and dining areas along with the kitchen while the upper
level contained the bedrooms. The level beneath the bedrooms often
contained a family room (a new space often related to the rise of the
television and the need for play areas for growing families).
Split-level houses are usually clad in a combination of brick veneer and
wood siding and frequently have small paned windows with shutters.
Roofs are gable forms, often with an end chimney. The upper level of the
two-story section may have an overhang over the lower level.
Bi-Level (1950-1975)
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This residential form is a variation of the split level design. The bi-level is
a two-story dwelling with the main entrance in between the two levels.
Thus there is one continuous roof over the entire house but the entrance
is raised so when one enters, there is the staircase and you must go up or
down; there is no level at the level of the entrance.

This typical ranch style of the
Mid-Century Modern has
a large hipped roof covering
the various projections of the
house. Note the mix of brick
and stone, the large chimney,
the recessed entry, the picture
window and the horizontal
window sections.

The split-level house is usually
divided into two parts or bays
and thus two separate roofs.
There are two levels within
one bay and one main level in
the other. Materials generally
are brick and wood siding.
The upper level may project
over the lower as seen here.

This bi-level example is
basically a two-story house
with a raised entry that
creates an interior stair to
access each level. (Note:
Photograph is placeholder
only.)
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.4 Foundations

Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.5 Roofs

Text: Modify general statement paragraph as follows:
Foundations on many of the houses in Charlotte’s historic districts are
constructed of a masonry material such as brick, stone or stucco. In most
styles, the foundation material contrasts with the wall material of the
building. The exception to that treatment can be seen in mid-century
modern buildings where the wall material continues to grade and the
foundation is only marked by vents or possibly a header row of brick.

Text: Add to GL #1: Many mid-20th century homes originally would have
had asphalt shingle roofs and that material should be continued when
replacement is necessary.

T

Photographs:
• Fourth photo to be changed to Mid-Century Modern example. (Fourth
of four photos)
• Change caption from “Fourth Ward” to “Oaklawn Park”.
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Photographs:
• Masonry photo example to be changed to Mid-Century Modern example. (Fourth of four photos)
• No change to caption
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.9 Porches

Text: No changes or additions to guidelines

Text: No changes or additions to guidelines

Photographs:
• Add MCM chimney example.
• Edit caption to add MCM example as follows: There is a wide variety
of forms, materials, and details found on chimneys in Charlotte’s
historic districts. They are a functional feature and may be an
important design element, depending on the style. Many of the
English Cottage (top left) and Tudor Revival (top right) houses have a
prominent chimney feature as a part of the front elevation. Colonial
Revival residences (bottom left) are anchored on each end with
prominent chimneys. The chimney is within the volume of the house,
such as the Foursquare Craftsman house on the bottom right, and
does not have a prominent exterior expression. The Mid-Century
Modern example typically has a large prominent chimney often
projecting from the facade of the house and in several examples in
Oaklawn Park, it has stone elements mixed in with the brick.

Photographs: Rearrange photos and add MCM porch example.
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.7 Chimneys

In many examples of the MidCentury Modern designs in
Oaklawn Park, the porch area
contains a recessed entry next to a
larger built-in planter. Columns
are likely to be decorative metal,
circular columns or brick wing

Some sunporches on mid-century
modern houses are enclosed with
jaliouse windows.
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.11 Trim

Text: No changes

Text: No changes

Photographs:
• Add MCM door example, replace lower right photo.

Photograph:
• On bottom row remove bottom right bungalow and replace with MCM
image below.
• Edit caption as follows: Wood is used for the trim surrounds, columns,
eaves, railings, and brackets of the Bungalow above left while the
Mid-Century Modern example uses wood only on the windows and
trim, eaves and gable elements.
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.10 Front Doors and Entrances

This original Oaklawn Park/Mid-Century
Modern door is composed of a flush surface
with three vertically stacked square panes
of glass.
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.15 Shutters

Text Edit:
Guideline 17: Maintain the original number and arrangement of panes.
For Mid-Century Modern Houses in Oaklawn, the original aluminum
horizontal two-pane sash and frame may not be available as a new
window. If the window is beyond repair and a matching replacement is not
available, one-over-one sash are recommended.

Text: Add #10 Mid-Century Modern shutters generally are more
decorative and may not fit the opening. In many instances they are just
attached to the wall; often their panel patterns match the window divisions.
Retain such examples and repair or replace with matching ones if too
deteriorated to retain.

Photographs:
• Remove one dormer window example, replace with example of original MCM windows in Oaklawn and caption (below).

Photographs:
• Add MCM shutter example.
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•

Edit Dormer Caption: Dormer windows typically are a defining feature
of many Bungalow and Colonial Revival designs.
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.12 Windows

This Mid-Century Modern example shows the typical 3-part picture window in
aluminum and a similar adjoining unit with horizontally divided sash.

These Mid-Century Modern shutters have a distinctive design of four vertical panels
that align with the window divisions.
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Chapter 4 – Rehabilitation of Building Elements
Page 4.16 Residential Awnings (New Section) on same page as
Light Fixtures
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Text:
Typically awnings are not found on many of Charlotte’s historic district
residences with the exception of the Mid-Century Modern neighborhood
of Oaklawn Park. Due to the era of construction, most of the awnings are
made of metal. Their installation helps control the sunlight into windows
and provide protection over entrances. They are necessary on south facing
houses since there are few large trees to provide cover on the open front
lawns of this district.

This long metal awning is supported by decorative metal
columns and helps shield the entry, picture window and
planter from excess sunlight.
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Guidelines:
1. Generally awnings on residential buildings would be placed on
openings that are subject to bright sunlight in the warmer months.
2. Awnings should fit the opening over which they are covering.
3. Fabric type awnings are most appropriate on late 19th c. or early
20th c. styles and periods of architecture.
4. Metal awnings may be appropriate on Mid-Century Modern styles
of architecture.
5. Awning fabrics and colors should complement the architecture of
the house and not be of garish designs or colors.
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Photographs: Remove two photos of lights to make room for two photographs of MCM with awnnigs.

Various dwellings in Oaklawn Park use metal awnings
to shield all their south facing windows and entry from
the effects of the sun.
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Chapter 5 – Building Materials
Page 5.2 Wood

Chapter 5 – Building Materials
Page 5.5 Masonry

Text: No changes or additions to guidelines

Text: No changes or additions to guidelines

Photographs: Add photo to page.

Photographs:
• Remove Bungalow and change to MCM image below.
Modify caption to read: Brick masonry is used for walls on Colonial
Revival houses (top) and other revival styles. Stone is used as highlights
around doors and chimneys as shown in the center example and as
sections of the facade as seen in the Mid-Century Modern example
(bottom).
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Since most of the Mid-Century Modern examples locally are brick, the use of
wood is limited to the eaves, siding in gable ends, windows with their frames,
and doors.
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Chapter 5 – Building Materials
Page 5.7 Metal
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Photographs:
• Reduce size of lower right photo.
• Add image
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Text:
In Charlotte’s historic districts, metal is used for features such as roofs,
railings, hardware, decorative features and some fences. Mid-Century
Modern houses use decortive metal for porch columns and railings.
Original historic metal features should be retained and repaired with
in-kind materials as needed.

Decorative cast aluminum elements like these porch supports,
railings, and storm door are typical metal elements in Mid-Century
Modern buildings.
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Chapter 6 - New Construction
Page 6.9 - Foundations

Chapter 6 - New Construction
Page 6.12 Doors and Windows

Text: No changes to the guidelines

Text: No change to guidelines
Photograph: Switch out middle photograph with MCM below.
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Photograph: Switch out left Bungalow photograph
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The foundation on new construction in a Mid-Century Modern style neighborhood
generally would be a continuation of the wall material and only be delineated by
foundation vents and possibly a soldier or header course of brick if the wall is brick.

Door and window types for new construction in a Mid-Century Modern style
neighborhood should take clues from existing dwellings like these examples-flush doors
with glass panes, picture windows and sash with horizontal divisions.
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Chapter 6 - New Construction
Page 6.14 Porches

Chapter 6 - New Construction
Page 6.15 Materials

Text:
Add GL #6. Mid-Century Modern houses often have a small stoop or recessed entry instead of a full front porch. Any design for new construction
in this setting should follow the forms of existing such elements.

Text:
Edit GL #1: Use compatible traditional materials such as brick, stucco,
stone, and wood for the same features as found in the context of the new
development. Avoid split-faced block, and any material, color, or texture
that is in stark contrast to the historic context. New brick should not be
painted.
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Drawing: MCM house to replace far left house in bottom row of 3-D examples of porches.

Add GL #5: Metal is used in mid-century style houses for decorative features such as porch columns and railings.
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Photograph: Switch out one image for MCM. No change to caption needed.
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Chapter 7 - Additions
Page 7.7 Add 3D of MCM Neighborhood

Caption: Change from: “Adding a second story to a Bungalow
compromises...” to “Adding a second story to a one-story house
compromises...”

Text: The important aspect of additions to Mid-Century Modern style
dwellings such as the American Small House is that the new wing should
not be taller than the original house and should be attached to the rear of
the original form.
Drawing: Add addition diagrams for Mid-Century Modern
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Chapter 7 - Additions
Page 7.3 Drawing
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Chapter 8 - Guidelines for Private Sites
Page 8.3 Guidelines

Chapter 8 - Guidelines for Private Sites
Page 8.4 Landscape and Yards

Text: None needed
Drawing: Switch out lower sketch up with image below.

Text: No changes needed.
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Photograph: Add one photo
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The site of a typical Mid-Century Modern home generally has an open and flat front
lawn with minimal landscaping except for foundations plantings around the house.
Note the front walk does not extend to the street but ties into the paved driveway.

A occasional large tree or shrub can be found in the front
lawns of Oaklawn Park but most such areas are just
planted with grass.
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Chapter 8 - Guidelines for Private Sites
Page 8.6 Fences and Walls

Chapter 8 - Guidelines for Private Sites
Page 8.9 Accessory Buildings

Text:
Add to general statement:
Adding fencing around a front lawn where fencing never existed, in
general, is discouraged; however, it will be considered on a case-by-case
basis. Front yard fencing and/or walls are not allowed in Oaklawn Park.
Many houses have rear yard fencing which is allowed.

Text:

GL #5, Add: An exception may be found in Oaklawn Park where chain link
fences on rear yards are often the original fence type and material.

Photograph: Add one photo
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Edit Guideline 2: Place new outbuildings, such as garages or sheds, to
the rear of lots that are large enough to accommodate them, following
the applicable zoning requirements. Typically, new outbuildings cannot be
located in front or side yards except in the Oaklawn Historic District where
small open carports are typically located on the side of the house.

This corner lot in Oaklawn Park has a period correct
chain link fence around its rear yard.

In Oaklawn Park small character-defining carports still remain
on some parcels. Note the decorative cast metal suppots on this
example with its flat sloping roof.
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